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Mission objectives

Science.eu.com general call

Ikerbasque is the result of an initiative of the Department of Education, Universities and Research of the Basque Government. Its
goal is to strengthen the science system in the Basque Country, in
cooperation with the scientific community, in order to consolidate
the Basque Country as a European reference point for excellence
in the field of research.
The objectives of Ikerbasque are to reinforce the Basque system of science, attracting scientists from other countries, and to
develop a Basque system of science through the creation of basic
research centres and Basque Excellence Research Centres (BERCs).
The foundation wants to attract foreign experts, as well as talented researchers who have extended their careers outside the
Basque Country. These researchers will carry out their work in
centres within the Basque science system, and preferably within a
university.
Likewise, Ikerbasque is promoting the design of world-class research centres in strategic science fields for the Basque Country.
These BERCs will meet exhaustive excellence parameters, for example, with respect to scientific results, and their management,
international scope and funding.

Ikerbasque offers 30 positions for senior researchers to join the research centres in the Basque Country.

Requirements
Candidates must have a Ph.D. (held since at least January 2004), more
than 4 years of research experience in world-class research centres
outside the Basque science system and a solid research record.

Conditions
We offer a tenure and permanent contract paid for by the Basque
Foundation of Science. Salaries will be in line with existing Basque
research system positions. Start-up funding is available for new research groups and teams. Your research will be developed at one
of our partner universities, research centres or laboratories in the
Basque Country, depending on your area of expertise.

Evaluation committee and criteria
An independent international committee will evaluate applications; the evaluation criteria will be scientific excellence, teambuilding ability and capacity to obtain external resources.

Procedure
Applications must be submitted at www.ikerbasque.net.
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Straddling the border between France and Spain,
the Basque Country enjoys the highest ratings of per
capita income in the European Union (EU). Its great
industrial tradition and its scientiﬁc–technological
capacity make it a point of reference in the execution
of scientiﬁc and business activities of international
excellence.
During the 1990s, the Basque Country laid the
foundations for its present-day economic potential.
An integrated strategy of competitive development
was designed, based on the concept of ‘clusters’ of
economic, scientiﬁc and technological agents, and
has been constructed over the past 15 years. The
strategy is based on knowledge, innovation and
the creation of value as instruments of competitiveness, and the results have been spectacular.
The Basque Country has organized its research
around eight spheres of knowledge that are closely
linked with its business and social fabric. Together
they make up a point of reference in Europe, and
participate actively in the construction of the European research space, leading international consortia at the highest level. The knowledge communities
embrace, in fact, all of the organizations and institutional agents that carry out activities designed to
generate and disseminate knowledge that serves as
the basis for the processes of social and commercial innovation, which subsequently drive a large
proportion of business economic development.
These communities include researchers and capacities from the Basque Country’s universities
(3,000 researchers), seven cooperative research
centres (CICs) in areas of scientiﬁc excellence (700
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researchers), 15 technology centres (2,500 researchers) and companies (7,000 researchers). The interrelationships among these agents are deep rooted.
The universities, along with the technology centres,
participate in the conﬁguration of the CICs, which
constitute the Basque Country’s new scientiﬁc competences in emerging niches. The companies themselves participate directly in the managing bodies
of most of the technological research and development centres, guaranteeing that their activities are
orientated towards the requirements of local companies and promoting their competitiveness on a
global scale.
We are proud of our achievements; however, we
are also aware that we need to make a great effort
to become a reference node within the framework of
the global system of science. As a consequence, the
Basque Government launched the Basque Foundation
for Science, Ikerbasque (www.science.eu.com), in order to attract foreign experts to carry out research in
centres within the Basque science system.
This supplement includes reviews of important
research projects of the Basque knowledge system
and descriptions of the research centres located in
the Basque Country. It is intended as an invitation
to the international community to strengthen the relationships with our research centres, which are situated at the forefront of knowledge. It is also a call
to those individuals, companies and international
knowledge centres that might wish to join forces
with this great project to construct an advanced society that views science and knowledge as the motors of humankind.
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Biosciences
The CICs promoted by the Basque
Government with the unanimous
support of the scientiﬁc community have consolidated themselves
as shared spaces of research between the universities, technology
centres and companies in strategic
areas of knowledge on the international scale. Their mission is to advance along the road of scientiﬁc
excellence with a clear orientation
towards marketable results, with
a view to the development of competitive business opportunities on
the world stage. The CICs signify
the culmination of the project to
make the Basque Country a true
scientiﬁc–technological community that combines human skills,
shares infrastructures, and opens
its arms to global knowledge by
establishing consortia and collaborative agreements with the
most inﬂuential knowledge centres
worldwide. The attraction of talent
and the incorporation of international research groups into the system is, in fact, the formula used to
convert the Basque Country into a
node of reference of the European
research area (J. M. Mato, Director
General of the CIC bioGUNE, www.
cicbiogune.com, and CIC biomaGUNE, www.cicbiomagune.es).

tions. This new technology allows
the tailoring of biofunctional gold
nanoclusters known as glyconanoparticles (GNPs). These have the
following advantages over previous colloids: easy preparation and
puriﬁcation, exceptionally small
core size and narrow distribution
sizes, control over ligand number
and nanoparticle size, water solubility, high storage stability without
ﬂocculation and singular physical
properties.
The manipulation of the metallic cluster to obtain luminescent

glyco-quantum dots (semiconductors) and magnetic nanoparticles
for applications in cellular labelling and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) could be possible with
this novel technology. Furthermore, the introduction of additional ligands can be used to guide
the assembly of the nanoclusters,
thereby creating a wealth of different nanostructures. The methodology includes the preparation
of hybrid GNPs incorporating carbohydrates and other molecules,
such as ﬂuorescent probes, biotin, peptides, DNA and RNA. GNPs
with biologically important carbohydrates (antigens) and with differing carbohydrate density have
been prepared as polyvalent tools
to study biological mechanisms
and to intervene in cell-adhesion
processes. Based on this technology, the ﬁrst biofunctional gold

Glyconanotechnology. The main research lines of Laboratory 2 of the
Biofunctional Nanomaterials Unit
at the CIC biomaGUNE have been
focused on developing a new technology, glyconanotechnology, and
on exploring its potential in basic
studies and in biomedical applica-
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nanoparticles to have molecules
with the structural complexity of
carbohydrates, together with peptides or RNA covalently attached
to the surface of the gold, have
been designed and prepared in a
controlled fashion.
Examples of projects with applications in nanomedicine include
the preparation and study of GNPs
as anti-adhesion agents in the inhibition of metastasis, as potential
microbicides for blocking human
immunodeﬁciency virus-1 (HIV-1)
infection and as anti-cancer vaccines. In addition, magnetic GNPs
with applications in cellular labelling and MRI are being developed
in our laboratory (S. Penadés, Glyconanotechnology Line Coordinator, CIC biomaGUNE).
New hybrid complex materials for
nanomedical applications. This
research is focused on the combination of soft-matter materials
with biomolecules for the fabrication of smart devices or surfaces
for applications in nanomedicine.
We also study the interaction between biomolecules and polymer
interfaces from a physical point of
view, and try to understand how the
properties of (bio)materials are affected by their organization at the
nanoscale (J. L. Toca, S. Moya and I.
Reviakine, Project Coordinators, CIC
biomaGUNE).
Embryonic stem-cell differentiation to be applied in Parkinson’s
disease. This research is focused
on producing functional dopaminergic neurons from human embryonic stem cells. It will shed light on
the mechanism underlying Parkinson’s disease (J. L. Zugaza and M.
Vivanco, Project Coordinators, CIC
bioGUNE).
Biophysics of cellular membranes.
Biophysics research into cellular
membranes has important medical
applications, such as the creation
of new and promising anti-acquired
immune deﬁciency syndrome
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(AIDS) strategies.
At present, research on membranes in the Biophysics Unit (UB;
www.ehu.es/bioﬁsica) covers a
wide range of structural and functional topics. The structural area
includes research into the origins
of membrane domains, membrane
protein folding and membrane insertion, and the three-dimensional
structures of these proteins. From a
functional point of view, phenomena such as ion channels, the mechanism of membrane function, the
role of mitochondrial membranes in
apoptosis or programmed cell death
and the processes through which
some bacterial toxins attack cellular
membranes are investigated.
These research studies, which
are fundamental in nature, have
important medical applications.
For instance, studies on membrane fusion have given rise
to a patent for a new anti-AIDS
strategy, and studies of ion channels are related to certain hereditary illnesses (‘ion-channel pathologies’).
The UB is a joint centre formed
by the Spanish National Research
Council (CSIC; www.csic.es) and
the University of the Basque Country, which was founded in 1999.
In addition to those mentioned
above, other projects of interest
being carried out in the UB include

studies of the folding of proteins
that are not related to membranes,
the role of the so-called ‘molecular
chaperones’ (A. Muga, Project Coordinator), and the X-ray crystallography of proteins and viruses
(D. Guérin, Project Coordinator) (F.
Goñi, Head of the UB, University of
the Basque Country).
Prometa. This project involves the
development of leading genomic,
proteomic and metabolomic methodologies, in which data are processed, analysed and integrated
by novel bioinformatics tools (R.
Matthiesenand and F. Elortza, Project Coordinators, CIC bioGUNE).

IMAGE COURTESY OF PHOTODISC
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Nanosciences
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Attosecond physics. The dynamics of ultrafast electron transfer
— a process that is important in
photochemistry and electrochemistry, and is used in solid-state
solar cells, molecular electronics
and single-electron devices — is
now accessible on attosecond
timescales.
The Condensed Matter Theory
(CMT) Group develops its scientific activity at the Donostia International Physics Centre (DIPC; www.
dipc.ehu.es), the University of the
Basque Country and the joint centre of the CSIC–University of the
Basque Country. Research in the
CMT Group is mostly devoted to
the study of the structural, electronic and optical properties of solids, surfaces and low-dimensional
systems. Particular attention is
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paid to nanostructures and lowdimensional systems. Improved
general knowledge on this subject
should lead to the prediction and
design of systems with electronic
properties that can be tuned at
will, which is a major goal of solidstate research nowadays.
The decay of electronic excitations is of paramount importance
for the energy transfer in photochemical reactions at surfaces,
such as photodesorption and
photodissociation of molecular
adsorbates. Researchers in the
CMT Group have developed theoretical methods to calculate the
ultrafast charge-transfer times
of electrons initially residing in
the excited states of adsorbates
to the corresponding metallic
substrates. The calculations are
based on state-of-the-art electronic
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structure calculations, using the
so-called density-functional theory to compute the details of the
combined adsorbate–substrate
system. The results are then combined with calculations of the bulk
of the substrate material to obtain
the Green’s function of the semiinﬁnite system using recursive
techniques. This methodology allows predictions to be made about
the charge-transfer rates in different systems and gives a detailed
understanding of the dynamics of
electrons at surfaces. This scheme
has been applied, for instance, to
study sulphur-covered ruthenium
substrates. It was conﬁrmed that
charge-transfer times can, indeed,
be <1 fs (10–15 s), in agreement
with those measured by ‘corehole-clock’ spectroscopy. This is
one of the shortest processes ever
measured in solid-state physics,
and is already at the attosecond
timescale.
An appealing perspective for
this line of research is the possibility of extending these studies to
the case of excited electrons with
different spin-orientations in magnetic systems. This can provide
crucial information for developing
future electronic devices based
on the spin of electrons — that
is, for the emergent technology
of ‘spintronics’ (P. M. Etxenique,
President of the DIPC and Leader
of the CMT Group, University of the
Basque Country, and D. SánchezPortal, CSIC).
Delila. This project involves the development of lithography technology

4
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for the nanoscale structuring of
materials using laser-beam interference (Y. Olaizaola, Project Coordinator of Tecnun, University of
Navarre, www.tecnun.es).
Carbodox. This project involves
the development of thin ﬁlms of
ceramic materials in micromechanized machined silicon for the production of carbon dioxide sensors
(J. Gracia, Project Coordinator, Centro de Estudios e Investigaciones
Técnicas de Gipuzkoa (CEIT), www.
ceit.es, and IK4 Research Alliance,
www.ik4.es).
Optical
diagnostic
‘labcards’
based on micro and nano photopolymer layers. The emergence of
new pathogens or variations might
occur through the selection of variants that are both more aggressive
and better adapted. This has recently created severe threats to human health, such as verotoxigenic
Escherichia coli O157:H7, severe
acute respiratory syndrome (SARS)
and avian inﬂuenza. The seriousness of the problem rests on the
fact that the impact and spread of
these variants is escalating due
to the ongoing increase in worldwide human mobility in combination with the trade in livestock and
food products. There is an urgent
need to provide a rapid, affordable
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and portable solution to this growing problem. By the time that the
conventional tests have been completed (anywhere between 6 h and
2 days) an entire community or a
large part of a population might
have been exposed to the pathogen in question.
At the moment, an innovative instrument is being developed that
will automatically carry out microbiological health-hazard control using the reverse-transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR),
from sample preparation to optical
detection. This device will consist of
a hand-held base unit and a small
disposable cartridge or labcard. The
latter, which is made of a photopolymer on a plastic ﬁlm, will contain

all of the disposable components,
whereas the base unit will contain
all of the standard electronics and
optics. The device will carry out,
in just 15 min, not only the RT-PCR
but also additional steps, such as
sample injection, cell separation,
cell lysis, DNA extraction, and a ﬁnal detection that consists of a DNA
ampliﬁcation and optical detection.
The strategy of this project is to
keep things as simple as possible,
in order to make them suitable for
subsequent mass production and
commercialization. According to
this approach, just one photopolymer material will be chosen for use
in as many components as possible within the disposable labcard,
such as micro-optical components,
planar optical waveguides, microﬂuidic channels, microreactors
and sensor elements.
In the long term, the main outputs will be an innovative polymer
technology, new optical and microﬂuidic structures made of polymers, new integration concepts of
biological functions in a ‘lab on a
card’, miniaturization and automatization of RT-PCR, and a novel and
easy ﬂuidic-optical plug/unplug
system for disposable labcards
(J. Ruano, Project Coordinator, CIC
microGUNE, www.cicmicrogune.es)
Research in nanosciences. The CIC
nanoGUNE (www.nanogune.eu)
focuses its activities on four major strategic areas. The ﬁrst area,
the physics of low-dimensional
structures, nanostructures and
nanoscale-structured
complex
systems, provides the basic support to understand the electronic,
optical and dynamic properties
of nanoscale-structured complex
systems, on the basis of advanced
microscopy experiments under
controlled conditions (for example, cryogenic scanning tunnelling
microscopy) and sophisticated
numerical calculations.
The second area, nanomaterials, is mainly focused on the
preparation of sol-gel and organic
5
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nanostructures, in order to produce organic–inorganic molecular
hybrids that lead to self-assembly
processes, as well as the study of
processing routes for the homogeneous distribution and self-assembly of nanotubes and nanoparticles
in polymeric, sol-gel, ceramic and
cementitious matrices.
The third area, the development
of nanodevices and its impact on
molecular electronics, spintronics,
nanomagnetism and nanophotonics, is currently focused on the
development of nanostructured
magnetic materials for use as
sensors and nanoantennas, the
design of nanosensors and nanoactuators based on functionalized
carbon nanotubes, functional gold
nanoparticle-based composites
and conducting polymers, and the
development of semiconducting
conjugated polymers that can be
easily and economically deposited
onto ﬂexible substrates as new
components for organic photovoltaic cells.
The fourth area, biofunctional
nanoparticles and nanobiotechnology, will perform investigations
moving mainly from the ‘nano’ towards the ‘bio’, including research
on the fundamentals of the molecular functionality at the interfaces
between physical non-biological
and biological systems (‘non-bio/
bio interfaces’), the fabrication
of chips with biomolecules (DNA,
proteins and so on), and the development of nanobioassemblies
with the aim of creating contrast
agents for image and diagnosis
techniques or as new therapeutic
tools (J. M. Pitarke, Manager of the
CIC nanoGUNE).

Materials
Polymers and non-crystalline materials. Over the past 15 years, the
Polymers and Non-Crystalline Materials Group has developed a robust and pioneering methodology
to investigate the structure and
dynamics of polymer systems at
different lengths and time scales.

6
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This methodology is based on the
combination of different experimental relaxation techniques with
neutron scattering and moleculardynamics simulations. Within this
general framework, particular lines
of research are deﬁned, such as
the following: dynamics of asymmetric polymer blends and other
multi-component systems; nanoconﬁnement in multi-component
and nanostructured soft-matter
systems; physics of long-chain
branched polymers in highly entangled linear matrices; bridging
the gap between atomistic and
coarse-grained simulations of
polymers; dielectric spectroscopy
of polymers at microscales and

nanoscales by atomic-force microscopy (AFM) methods; and the
window to biology from polymers
to proteins and biopolymers. Most
of these activities are carried out
within the framework of the European Network of Excellence (NoE)
“SoftComp” (J. Colmenero, Director
of the Materials Physics Unit, CSIC–
University of the Basque Country).
Nanostructured waterborne polymer ﬁlms. This project is aimed at
overcoming the limitations of the
existing technology to produce
nanostructured polymer ﬁlms via a
sustainable technology. The breakthrough idea is to use waterborne
nanocomposite (polymer–polymer
and polymer–inorganic) nanoparticles with carefully controlled
structures as building blocks for
the ﬁlms. Nanoparticle production,
processing and properties (including biocompatibility) are studied in
an integrated technology platform.
Among the expected breakthrough properties are good adhesion to porous substrates, increased
hardness, strength and wear-resistance with low dirt pick-up, higher
impermeability to liquids and
gases, and greater ﬁre resistance
(J. M. Asua, Director of the Institute
for Polymer Materials (POLYMAT),
University of the Basque Country,
www.sc.ehu.es/polymat).
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which is based on platelets, growth
factors and the ﬁbrin matrix, has
opened new and exciting avenues
in surgery, as well as in many other ﬁelds including orthopaedics,
sports medicine, dentistry, tissue
engineering, and plastic and maxillofacial surgery (E. Anitua, Scientiﬁc
Director of the BTI).

Neutron techniques
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Multi-scale materials science and
engineering: from macro to nano
applications. Grounded in a centuries-old renowned metallurgical
tradition, the Basque Country has
actively contributed during the past
four decades to the emergence of
the multi-discipline now known as
materials science and engineering.
Today, at the CEIT–IK4 Research Alliance, we employ the same leadingedge theoretical and experimental
tools both for revolutionizing the
development and processing of
traditional materials of massive
structural use (such as high-quality
complex-structure or ultra-ﬁne grain
steels), and for the discovery, understanding and application of new
multi-functional
nanostructured
materials (such as computational
thermodynamics, atomistic, crystallographic and mesoscopic simulations, and high-resolution electron
microscopy techniques) (J. G. Sevillano, University of Navarre and Director of the Materials Department,
CEIT–IK4 Research Alliance).
Novel applications for platelet-rich
ﬁbrin therapies. Plasma rich in
growth factors (PRGF) technology
was developed by the Biotechnology Institute (BTI; www.bti-implant.
es) during the past decade. It constitutes a breakthrough in accelerated postoperative wound healing,
and in the regeneration of soft tissues and bone. PRGF technology,
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European Spallation Neutron
Source (ESS): at the forefront of
international science. The project
to create a large ESS is motivated
by the enormous potential of the
neutron techniques for scientiﬁc
and technological development in
many areas of knowledge, and by
the European experience in neutron
experiments.
The ESS–Bilbao (www.essbilbao.
com) bid is the result of the widely
held conviction of the Basque scientiﬁc–technological community,
support from the business community, and the commitment of all
national and regional authorities
(the Spanish Government and the
Basque Government) to foster scientiﬁc knowledge and research as
the driving force behind the social
and economic competitiveness of
Europe.
This project echoes the aim to
establish Europe as the most dynamic and competitive pole of
knowledge in the world. Besides
the construction of the installation, different initiatives and actions are accompanying the central element, as described below.
The ﬁrst is the neutron knowledge community. Besides its use as
an experimental centre at the service of European and international
agents, the installation represents
the driving force behind a new and
world-class scientiﬁc–technological
framework with interrelated centres
and capabilities. ESS–Bilbao seeks
to set up a centre of research excellence under the auspices of the
ESS, and to create a global knowledge community.
The second is new research

centres of excellence. ESS–Bilbao
wishes to take advantage of the
importance of the installation to
secure the scientiﬁc credibility and
competences of consolidated centres of internationally renowned
knowledge to create European
headquarters or regional subheadquarters in its area. In particular, ESS–Bilbao proposes the
launch of the European Institute
of Neutron Sciences as a common
ground for the European scientiﬁc
community in this ﬁeld.
The third is the business community. The target of ESS–Bilbao
is to maximize the commercial
use of the results of the research
and experiments carried out at its
installations and within the scientiﬁc–technological environment. It
aims to develop an industrial district, which is orientated speciﬁcally towards the creation of business opportunities deriving from
the ESS — that is, a business pole
bringing together 200 new companies and 6,000 new qualiﬁed jobs
(J. Urrutia, Executive President of
the ESS–Bilbao Consortium).

Energy
Hydrogen as a fuel. The Chemical
Technologies for Environmental
Sustainability (TQSA) Group of the
University of the Basque Country,

IMAGE COURTESY OF GETTY
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in collaboration with the CSIC and
several international laboratories,
is placing a deﬁnite emphasis
on processes for obtaining and
purifying hydrogen derived from
bioethanol, as well as the development of hydrogen fuel cells,
which are applicable in the automotive sector, and on distributed
electrical power generation.
In essence, the process of
purifying hydrogen using catalytic technologies to adapt the
amounts of carbon monoxide to
the tolerance of a fuel cell is being studied in the TQSA Group
laboratories. The ﬁnal stage in the
puriﬁcation of hydrogen consists
of eliminating the monoxide from
the ﬂow, and reducing its content
to values <50 ppm. This catalytic
process consists of oxidizing the
carbon monoxide using air, while
preventing the hydrogen from being oxidized, which is a process
known as selective oxidation of
carbon monoxide (COPROX). This
process requires the use of highly
selective catalysts.
In the TQSA Group laboratories,
research is being done using catalyst formulations that are highly
active, selective and long lasting.
The precious metals (gold and platinum) have shown themselves to
be effective for these applications,
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especially if they are deposited on
supports that participate in the
chemical reaction. The most suitable supports have been shown to
be those of mixed oxides of cerium
and zirconium, as they allow the
carbon monoxide to be completely
and selectively removed, with a loss
of hydrogen of <1.5% at 80–100 °C,
which is the working temperature of
the fuel cell (J. R. González Velasco,
M. Á. Gutierrez Ortiz and J. L. Ayastuy Arizti, University of the Basque
Country).
Sea wave energy: from research to
reality. The new sea port of Mutriku
in the Basque Country will include
a power plant based on the use of
sea wave energy, following oscillating water-column technology. This
power plant will avoid the emission
of 1,000 tonnes of carbon dioxide
IMAGE COURTESY OF PUNCHSTOCK

producing 970 MWh annually. The
chosen technology is the most
advanced in the ﬁeld of sea wave
energy, and we have found only
two prototypes worldwide: one in
Scotland in the UK and the other
in the Azores Islands, Portugal. The
plant in the Basque Country will be
a pioneer using more than one operating turbine. In fact, the plant is
set up to use 16 turbines.
The electricity-generating system to be used by this power station is relatively simple and works
in a similar fashion to a siphon.
The dock will contain a chamber in
which seawater enters and leaves
by natural means. On entering, it
compresses the air in the chamber, which on leaving the chamber
drives a turbine. When the water
leaves the chamber, the vacuum
absorbs the air, allowing the turbine to continue operating. The
turbine drives a Tecnalia Technology Corporation (www.tecnalia.
es) generator that converts this
energy into electricity. The project is carried out by the Basque
Energy Agency (Ente Vasco de la
Energía) within the framework of a
mid-term strategy around energy
policy in the Basque Country that
seeks to reach a high level of use
of renewable energy resources —
12% of the energy demand will be
from renewable resources by the
year 2010.
Other projects within the marine
energy ﬁeld are being researched
to ﬁnd different alternatives that
will give the Basque industry a
leading position in these types
of technology, and will open new
and important market niches in the
near future. This is the case for the
Oceantec 2005–2009 research project, carried out by Tecnalia with the
ambitious objective of developing a
high-performance and cost-competitive offshore energy converter.

Manufacturing
High-performance manufacturing
technologies. The introduction
of new materials and the growing

8
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costs by 40–80% compared with
the present state of the techniques,
depending on the components or
forms that are to be produced (J.
Laucirica, Scientiﬁc Director of the
Tekniker–IK4 Research Alliance,
www.tekniker.es).

complexity of designs generate
changes in production processes
focused on obtaining greater precision in manufacturing. The present
research activity revolves around
the following six major interrelated
actions. First, the study of the effect
of the manufacturing process on
the generation of residual tensions
and structural modiﬁcations of the
material. Second, the assurance of
geometric and surface quality in
the machining of precision parts,
which centres on the reduction of
dimensional and geometric errors
in machined parts, the reduction
of burrs or breakages of material
at the machine output, the reduction of the effect of machining on
the surface and the development
of models relating to the ﬁnish
of a machined surface. Third, the
development of new concepts
for manufacturing light and highperformance components that
respond to the challenges of newgeneration automobiles. Fourth,
the integration of the value chain
of start-up processes seeking to
enhance the added value of the
milling and drilling processes.
Fifth, ultrasound-assisted machining that develops techniques by vibrations at ultrasonic frequencies
to improve machining processes
in the manufacture of components of high-performance materials. Sixth, the study of processes
of ﬁller material centres for the
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development of technologies to
repair or modify parts with high
added value through the use of
ﬁller material techniques (X. Maidagan, Director of the CIC marGUNE;
www.margune.org).
Precision miniaturized machinery. Within this ambitious project,
a new machinery family is being
developed, consisting of three industrial mass-production desktoptype forming machines: one for
hydro-forming tubular parts, one
for stamping and forming thin metal sheets, and one for cold-forging
bulk materials.
The ﬁnal aim of this research is to
improve the mass production of miniature and micro products, with the
goal of cutting the manufacturing

Ubiquitous communication technology. AmIGUNE (www.amigune.
org) is a long-term research programme involving leading centres
and universities of the Basque
Country. The ultimate goal of this
programme is to become a world
reference in key research areas
of ambient intelligence, by generating the technology needed to
build future intelligent spaces and
integrated systems for transport,
home, health or productive environments. The work is structured
in the following ﬁve coordinated
research clusters around information and communication technologies: ubiquitous communication,
cognitive systems, pervasive computing, digital security and natural
interfaces.
In particular, the ubiquitous communication research cluster deals
with software-deﬁned radio and reconﬁgurable architectures as a step
towards cognitive radio systems
that make optimal use of available
radio resources. The research tries
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(behavioural and electrophysiological), and one ultimate goal of the
programme is to contribute to the
understanding of species-speciﬁc
and/or domain-speciﬁc aspects of
language acquisition, representation and processing (I. Laka, Linguistics, University of the Basque
Country, www.ﬁlosoﬁa-hezkuntzazientziak.ehu.es).
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to minimize (to zero) the overheads
of control messages inside the network by the introduction of motion
predictability of nodes and contextaware information (G. Gil, AmIGUNE
Programme Coordinator, Robotiker,
Tecnalia Technology Corporation,
www.robotiker.com).
Microwire technology for data
storage. International collaboration has been one of the driving
factors for the development of a
novel technological area: the use
of microwires for data storage in
various applications. In fact, initially, microwires were created in
the former Soviet Union for military
purposes.
A microwire is ≤30 μm long and
is made up of a metallic part (iron,
nickel or cobalt) with a Pyrex glass
covering, which is heat resistant at
up to 400–500 °C. Work is already
being done on applying these in
three-dimensional reading systems in shopping trolleys. The
most obvious practical application
that is being worked on at present
is the ability to read a whole shopping trolley. Each product has a
code based on microwires. The
shopping trolley passes through
an arch, like those in some shops
or libraries, and the total cost of
the purchased items is calculated
in an instant (J. Gonzalez, University of the Basque Country, Social
Sciences and Humanities).

Social sciences and
humanities
European lifestyles and marine
ecosystem: exploring challenges
for managing the seas. The past
two decades have witnessed unparalleled changes in the European
political and economic landscape,
particularly resulting from the expansion of the EU, the decline of
the centrally planned Communist
Bloc and the pursuit of rapid economic growth.
Yet, despite numerous accounts
of the declining state of the marine
environment, few studies have
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attempted to link this situation with
European lifestyles or to examine
what the future might hold for the
seas. This project is designed to
explore such relationships.
Research has conﬁrmed the serious state of decline of Europe’s regional seas, particularly when the
complex web of interactions between different human pressures
is taken into account. This situation will severely compromise future options for the economic use
of the seas and for the conservation of their biodiversity. We have
explored the reasons for these
changes and the prognosis for
the future (M. C. Gallastegui,
University of the Basque Country,
www.ekonomia-enpresa-zientziak.ehu.es, and R. Prellezo, AztiTecnalia Technology Corporation,
www.azti.es).
The emergence of grammar in the
brain. The European Science Foundation supports this comparative
study of the acquisition, processing and cortical organization of the
structural aspects of language in
bilingual and monolingual populations. This project compares phonological and grammatical aspects of
language, in monolinguals versus
bilinguals at different proﬁciency
levels and ages of acquisition, for
one of the two languages in structurally similar and dissimilar pairs
(Catalan/Spanish and Basque/
Spanish). The research methods
coordinate linguistic methodology with experimental techniques

Analysis of local competitiveness.
Recent studies have rediscovered
the relationship between economic activity and territory, and the
fact that the former cannot be understood in isolation from the latter. This relationship, in the sphere
of competitiveness, is approached
by the Basque Competitiveness
Institute (IVC; www.ivc.deusto.es)
from a twofold viewpoint: on the
one hand, from the perspective of
clusters, and on the other hand,
from the competitive analysis of
the local setting (municipalities
and counties). Concerning the latter, the IVC addresses a new approach of competitiveness at the
municipal and county levels, in
order to analyse each municipality’s competitive position by building new indicators and identifying
their competitiveness factors, as
well as offering tools that help local stakeholders to establish their
own strategy of economic competitive development (M. Navarro,
Academic Director of the IVC, University of Deusto).
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Research centres
University of the Basque Country
(EHU–UPV) www.ehu.es
The University of the Basque Country, faithful to its commitment to serve society, contributes to the development of its socio-economic environment. The university research teams carry out front-line investigations,
participating in different public and private projects.
Moreover, the university has set up collaborative agreements with research centres, and has signed contracts
with businesses and institutions for the transfer of research results, scientiﬁc and technological cooperation,
and the establishment of strategic alliances as regards
research and development.
The development of excellence in research and its
contribution to the generation and transfer of knowhow to businesses and institutions stand out among
the strategic objectives of the Ofﬁce of the Vice Chancellor for Research.
Nowadays, there are more than 45,000 students and
4,871 professors and researchers.
DIPC (EHU-UPV)
www.dipc.ehu.es
The DIPC was created as an intellectual centre with the
main aims of promoting and catalysing the development
of basic research and research orientated towards mate-
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rial science, in order to reach the highest levels. Since its
creation, the DIPC has been an open institution, linked
to the University of the Basque Country, and serving as
a platform for the internationalization of basic science in
the Basque Country in the ﬁeld of materials.
UB (EHU–UPV/CSIC)
www.ehu.es/bioﬁsica
The UB is a joint centre of the University of the Basque
Country and the CSIC. The UB has two main objectives:
to carry out high-quality research studies, mainly in the
ﬁeld of biological membranes; and to educate young
scientists according to international quality standards.

University of Deusto
www.deusto.es
The Fundación Deusto is the entity managing, promoting and rendering research services to businesses and
institutions, so as to transfer the know-how generated
to society. Special dedication is given to activities in research, teaching and technological advancement, identifying these needs, using the resources necessary to
carry out these activities, and supporting their promotion and dissemination.
11
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University of Mondragon
www.mondragon.edu
The research and development activity in Mondragon
Unibertsitatea is not limited to generating new knowhow, but also pursues applicability in the target area or
ﬁeld, in the training courses that it imparts and in the
innovative services that it renders to the organizations
that ask for them. This is achieved through teams bringing researchers together under a deﬁned and shared
strategy, and a plan for carrying out the investigations
and transferring them to society.

Cooperative Research Centres
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CIC bioGUNE
www.cicbiogune.es
This centre for cooperative research in biosciences is
committed to high-quality research, and works in the
main areas of biotechnology applied to health, functional genomics, proteomics, metabolomics, stem cells
and cellular biology, and bioinformatics. The strategic
goal is to identify, prevent and cure diseases.
CIC nanoGUNE
www.cicnanogune.es
The CIC nanoGUNE Consolider is a new centre, which
was created to address basic and applied world-class
research in nanoscience and nanotechnology, to foster
high-standard training and education of researchers in
this ﬁeld, and to promote cooperation among the different agents in the Basque Science, Technology and
Innovation Network (Universities and Technological
Centres), and between these agents and the industrial
sector.
CIC biomaGUNE
www.cicbiomagune.es
This is a non-proﬁt association with the basic aims of
creating, producing, promoting and applying scientiﬁc
and technological knowledge in the biomaterials ﬁeld
by carrying out systematic research and experimental
development work.
CIC marGUNE
www.cicbiomagune.es
The objectives of this association can be identiﬁed as
follows. First, to establish itself as a national and international point of scientiﬁc–technological reference in
high-performance manufacturing. Second, to provide a
high level of training to researchers in order to shorten
the learning cycles by capturing knowledge in all of the
technologies considered at the CIC marGUNE. Third, to
transfer the acquired knowledge to the industrial fabric.
Fourth, to set itself up as a tool that serves not only to
establish the scientiﬁc bases that generate a new indus-
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trial fabric, but also to assist in evolving and transforming the businesses of the companies that comprise the
current fabric of suppliers of manufacturing solutions.
CIC microGUNE
www.cicmicrogune.es
This association addresses projects in areas such as
health, and physical, chemical and optical microsystems. It conducts research for industry under three main
headings: microsensors, optical/ﬂuidic microsystems
and micro/nanotechnologies.
CIC energiGUNE
Fundación CIC energiGUNE is a new cooperative research centre working in the ﬁeld of energy. Co-ﬁnanced
by the private sector and the Basque Regional Government’s Deparment of Industry and Energy, it will operate
within the framework of recently-approved long-term research plans.
CIC tourGUNE
www.tourgune.org
This is a cooperative platform created with the objectives of boosting new research skills and gathering existing scientiﬁc capacities that could potentially be applied in the tourist sector.
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Basque Foundation for Health
Innovation and Research (Bioef)
www.bioef.org
This is promoted by the Basque Government Department
of Health as an instrument to enable the health authorities of the Basque Autonomous Community to promote
innovation and research in the Basque health system,
as a way of fostering the development and continuous
improvement of its capability to protect our people.
The foundation also seeks to provide a framework
for communication and cooperation between the various sectors involved in health research, development
and innovation at autonomous community, national
and international levels.

Inbiomed
www.inbiomed.org
This non-proﬁt research foundation is dedicated to translational stem-cell research and regenerative medicine. It
is located at the Technology Park of San Sebastian close
to local hospitals, which ensures strong interactions. The
main goal of Inbiomed is to advance knowledge of stemcell biology that can be translated into the clinical setting
by developing cell-based therapeutic approaches.
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Basque Centre for Climate Change
www.bc3research.org
Basque society is aware that one of the main challenges
of the coming decades is to ﬁnd a sustainable development path, to ensure that economic prosperity is linked
to social progress and environmental protection.
With these principles in mind, in 2002, the Basque
Government introduced the Basque Environmental
Strategy of Sustainable Development, which was a
plan to establish the bases of a new model of socioeconomic progress until the year 2020. In the context of
the Basque Science, Technology and Innovation Plan,
one of the main objectives of the Basque Environmental Strategy of Sustainable Development is to promote
research that contributes to sustainability.

Basque Centre for Applied Mathematics (BCAM) www.bcamath.org
This aims to become a world-class interdisciplinary research centre for applied mathematics. The research will
be related to strong local lines of work such as optimization problems, partial differential equations, ﬁnancerelated calculations, systems control and cryptography.

Tecnalia
www.tecnalia.info
The main purpose of this technology corporation is to
contribute to economic and social development, thereby initiating technological innovation through research
and development.
At present, the members of Tecnalia work in different
research and application ﬁelds, and in a wide range of
markets and economic sectors, both those considered
to be ‘mature’ or developed and those that are developing and emerging.

IK4 Research Alliance
www.ik4.es
This alliance of research centres in the Basque Country
represents a concentration of potential that the members
individually could not reach, as a result of the pooling of
knowledge, numbers and the synergies of teamwork.
This resource incorporates technologies that are
shared by more than one centre, as well as those that
are exclusive to members of the alliance, which are
complementary to other skills. The IK4 research covers
the following eight main areas: mechatronics, microtechnologies, industrial management and production,
biotechnology, information technology, energy, materials and processes, and the environment.
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Basque Foundation for Science

International Call for Researchers
Ikerbasque, the Basque Foundation for Science promoted by the Basque
Government, offers 30 positions for senior researchers.
• Ikerbasque has launched an international call for researchers in 2008, in order to contract 30

senior researchers who have a:
– Ph.D. from before January 2004
– Solid research track
• Terms and conditions

The researchers will carry out their investigations in centres in the Basque science system, preferably
within a university
• Applications at

www.ikerbasque.net
• Deadline: September 30th, 2008

